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SYNOPSIS

The author points out that determination of the mean anti-
toxin titre is inadequate for ascertaining fine differences in the
activity of diphtheria and tetanus toxoids, but that these differences
become clearly recognizable when the relation is established
between the antigen dose and the proportion of individuals whose
antitoxin titre exceeds a given " threshold titre " or neutralizes a
given amount of toxin.

Furthermore, the author states that it is not feasible to assay
crude and highly purified diphtheria toxoids against the same
preparation, and that two reference preparations are therefore
required.

Previous experimental evidence 1, 2, 3, 7, 15, 18 has shown that there is a
normal distribution of the logarithms of antitoxin titres produced by a given
antigen dose (standard deviation alod.

According to work carried out at the Paul Ehrlich Institute,17' 23, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33 34 there is a linear relationship over a very wide range
(the limits of which have not yet been experimentally determined) between
the logarithm of the mean antitoxin titre corresponding to an antigen dose
and the logarithm of the antigen dose, or between the logarithm of the anti-
toxin titre of the individual animal (logI) and the logarithm of the antigen
dose (logA):

(1) logI=log c + f . logA
The departure from linearity assumed by Jerne & Maal0e20 could

not be observed even with high antigen doses; such a deviation and the
change to an asymptotic curve is to be expected only after exhaustion of the
protein available for the production of immune globulin. Furthermore,
there is no reason to suppose that the factor f, i.e., the slope of the linear
response curve, varies between individuals.34 Experiments so far, which
unmistakably have given I = cA 17, 29 and also well-founded theoretical
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considerations derived from Dessauer's hit-theory (" Treffer-Theorie ") 6
21, 32, 36 clearly indicate that f is a general constant and has the value 1. On
the other hand, as regards the response of individuals, i.e., the ability to
develop a certain antibody titre after an antigen injection, distinct varia-
bility exists, even under uniform experimental conditions, so that there
results a dispersion of the linear response curves corresponding to the
normal distribution of the logarithms of the antitoxin titres.

It follows 3 that also the logarithms of the antigen doses which produce
a certain antitoxin titre are normally distributed; the standard deviation of
the first distribution al.g, is proportional, or equal (since f 1), to the
standard deviation a of the second normal distribution

0logI f * alogA

The standard deviation of the second normal distribution (aloA) is
independent of the antitoxin titre produced and that of the first normal
distribution (alog) is independent of the antigen dose employed.

According to Hartley,"3 Valquist & Hoegstedt,38 and Greenberg &
Roblin,12 the antitoxin titre necessary for the neutralization of a given
quantity of toxin, e.g., for a negative result in the Schick test, varies from
individual to individual, and there is a normal distribution of the logarithms
of the antitoxin titres necessary to produce a negative reaction (standard
deviation aR)

It follows from this, as shown by Cavalli 3 4 and Pratelli 22 and in
complete agreement with numerous repeatedly confirmed experimental
findings,9, 10, 11, 17, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 'k9, 30 33, 34 that the distribution of the
logarithms of the antigen doses necessary for neutralizing a certain quantity
of toxin in vivo must also be a normal one. The standard deviation 'logA
of this normal distribution can be calculated from the standard deviations
of the two other normal distributions and from the slope of the separate
linear response curves:

U - _____ R- 2cr/f2
logA logA

Holt 16 has given the following equation for the potency of a toxoid:

(2) log GMDosD=Dos d + iogi * b . log d

GMDos D or GMDos d is the geometrical mean of the antitoxin titres
produced by the doses D or d respectively. According to Holt, equation (2)
has three parameters: d, alog1 and b.
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b is the slope, on a logarithmic probability scale, of the straight line
representing the distribution of the separate individuals according to the
logarithms of the antigen doses necessary for the production of a certain
antitoxin titre; 8, 14, 33 b is thus the reciprocal of the standard deviation
%logA of this distribution:

b -
alogA

From the fact already mentioned that aloa and al.gA are proportional
to one another, it follows that, as already presumed by Holt,16 the product
b * %gI is constant (regardless of the toxoid used or of the particular
animal material selected):

b -r,g aiogI f
UFlogA

Consequently Holt's equation takes the following simple form:

GMDodlog GMDosD =log Dosd + f. log D;

it agrees with equation (1) and is dependent solely on two parameters which
glve:

1. the position (log GM df and

2. the slope, the direction of the linear response curve (f).

Log d" d the position parameter for the linear response curve,

expresses the potency of the toxoid, whereas f, as has been shown, is a
constant. Thus if the mean antitoxin titre is represented in accordance
with the Holt equation as a function of the antigen dose, then on double
logarithm paper, two linear response curves which are always parallel are
obtained for two toxoids T1 and T2. If d, and d2 are equally effective doses,
then the potency ratio of the two toxoids is

f/GM /GDos dl /GDos d. d2
V df df d

since GMDos d, =GMDos d2 /

The parallelism of the linear response curves corresponding to equa-
tions (1) and (2) is a necessary condition for the comparability of two
toxoids. Holt mentions as a prerequisite for this that the product b . alog,
should be a constant. Although this condition is actually fulfilled, difficul-
ties in the way of developing a precise assay method still remain. For if,
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instead of the mean antitoxin titre, the proportion of individuals reaching
or exceeding a given antitoxin titre, or of those neutralizing a given toxin
dose, is represented as a function of the antigen dose, then the dose-propor-
tion straight lines plotted on logarithmic probability paper are not always
parallel-although f is constant-because alogA and a*1 gA are not constants.

On the one hand, the slope of the dose-proportion straight line varies
according to the genetical constitution of the strain of animals used, the
standard deviation aogA or a*logA being smaller, and the straight line
being steeper, the more nearly the strain approaches to being a pure line.25 26

This is, of course, of no practical consequence in toxoid assays because
the two preparations are always compared in animals drawn from the
same stock.

FIG. 1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE MEAN LINEAR RESPONSE CURVE
AND THE DOSE-PROPORTION LINE (HAZEN STRAIGHT LINE)

GIVEN BY AN ADSORBED DIPHTHERIA TOXOID
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On the other hand, however, it has been found (fig. 1 and 2) that two
different kinds of toxoid do not give parallel dose-proportion straight lines
even when compared in the same animal material; whereas crude and
adsorbed toxoids give comparatively steep lines, the slopes for many highly
purified toxoids are appreciably flatter.", 37, 39, 40 41 It is noticeable in this
connexion that there is no continuous transition, but that the two types
of curve are quite distinct from one another.35 Leaving this fact out of the
question, curves for toxoids of the same type (diphtheria or tetanus) are

essentially parallel.17' 23, 24, 25, 26, 29
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FIG. 2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE MEAN LINEAR RESPONSE CURVE
AND THE DOSE-PROPORTION STRAIGHT LINE (HAZEN STRAIGHT LINE)

GIVEN BY A HIGHLY PURIFIED DIPHTHERIA TOXOID
WITH THE SAME MEAN POTENCY AS I

It still remains unsettled whether the anomalous behaviour of the highlY
purified products is caused by denaturation inevitably associated with the
purification process or whether there are other reasons; the theory of
denaturation associated with some purification methods is supported by the
fact that not all highly purified preparations give flatter slopes than crude
toxoids. This applies particularly to tetanus toxoids, but sometimes,
apparently, to diphtheria toxoids as well.

Concluding Remarks

The general conclusion is that determination of the mean antitoxin
titre is inadequate for ascertaining fine differences in the activity of toxoids.
However, the differences between toxoids of various types become clearly
recognizable if-using the same animal material-the relationship is found
between the antigen dose and the proportion of individuals exceeding a
given " threshold titre " or neutralizing a given amount of toxin. An that
is then necessary is to compare the slopes of the dose-proportion straight
lines (Hazen lines) after plotting on logarithmic probability paper.
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Furthermore, it is not feasible to assay all diphtheria toxoids against
the same preparation. Two reference preparations are required for this.
The potency of any toxoid can then be determined from the horizontal
distance between its dose-proportion straight line and that of the corre-
sponding standard preparation. This distance corresponds to the logarithm
of the potency ratio, so that the potency of the toxoid under test may be
expressed either as a percentage of that of the standard toxoid or in pro-
tective units (" Schutz-Einheiten ").

It has recently been possible to apply the principles discussed above
also to vaccines used for swine erysipelas.6 31
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RI-SUMIt

Etudiant la standardisation des anatoxines diphteriques et tetaniques, l'auteur arrive
A la conclusion que la determination du titre anititoxique moyen ne permet pas de
deceler de faibles differences d'activite des anatoxines. Toutefois, les differences entre ana-
toxines de divers types deviennent sensibles si - la meme espece animale etant utilisee pour
les tests - on d&termine le rapport entre la quantite d'antigtne et la proportion d'animaux
dont le serum depasse un certain titre limite (seuil) ou neutralise une quantite donnee
de toxine. I1 ne reste qu'a comparer les droites de Hazen (courbes dose-proportion)
inscrites sur papier logarithmique 'a echelle de probabilite.

En outre, iH n'est pas possible d'essayer toutes les anatoxines dipht6riques par rapport
a une seule et meme preparation. Deux preparations de reference sont necessaires a cet
effet. L'activite d'une anatoxine quelconque peut etre determinee d'apres la distance
horizontale qui separe sa droite de Hazen de celle de la preparation etalon. Cette distance
correspond au logarithme du rapport d'activite, de sorte que 1'activit6 de l'anatoxine
essayee peut etre exprim6e en pourcentage de celle de 1'etalon ou en e unites protectrices >.
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